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FIREFLY BOOKS LTD, Canada, 2007. Hardback. Book Condition: New. 300 x 262 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. A meticulously reconstructed adventure of a legendary journey. The
doomed maiden voyage of the Titanic nearly a hundred years ago affected all levels of society.
Titanic is a large-format, fully illustrated, hands-on expedition through the ship itself. It tells the
story of the sailing experience and the tragic end. The text is written from the viewpoint of a
journalist narrator on board for the maiden voyage. Throughout the book, this story comes to life
with precise reproductions of printed items from the period, such as: Tickets Postcards Newspaper
clippings Telegrams Official technical data Envelopes and letters Certificate of seaworthiness . and
more. The narrator journalist visits every area of the ship, describing little-known facts and
revealing details often missed. For example, not everyone knows that the Titanic s fourth funnel
was only a hollow fake intended solely to make the ship look bigger and appear faster. The
journalist s tour leads to the bridge just when disaster strikes. Then the tone changes from simple
wonder to growing horror. The narrator s imaginary account is combined with actual eyewitness
accounts of the...
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ReviewsReviews

This sort of book is almost everything and helped me looking in advance and much more. Yes, it can be enjoy, nevertheless an amazing and interesting
literature. Its been written in an extremely simple way which is simply right a er i finished reading this publication through which in fact altered me, alter
the way i really believe.
-- Lizeth Witting-- Lizeth Witting

The most e ective book i at any time read through. It is definitely simplistic but surprises in the fi y percent from the ebook. Your daily life span will
probably be enhance once you full reading this ebook.
-- Jules Dietrich V-- Jules Dietrich V
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